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Abstract
A group signature is a digital signature scheme that allows 
members of a group to sign messages on behalf of the group but 
in the case of dispute only a designated group manager is able to 
identify the group member who signed the given signature. In this 
paper, we propose an efficient and secure group signature scheme 
based on discrete logarithm problem. This scheme is unforgeable, 
unlinkable and efficient.
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I. Introduction
Group signature is introduced by David chaum and van Heyst 
[1] in 1992. A group signature allows any member of a group to 
digitally sign document such that a verifier can confirm that it 
came from the group but does not know which individual in the 
group signed the document. Group signature scheme must satisfy 
the following properties:

A. Unforgeable
Only a group member is able to sign messages on behalf of the 
group.

B. Unlinkability
Any receiver is able to verify that signature as a valid group 
signature. Nobody can decide whether or not two signatures have 
been issued by the same group member.

C. Traceability
In case of dispute, the signature must be opened only by the group 
authority or by the group member co-operation.
Up to now, a number of group signature schemes and improvements 
have been proposed. Chen and Pederson [2], constructed the first 
scheme which allows new members to join the group dynamically. 
Camenisch and Stadler [3], proposed the first group signature 
scheme in which the group public key and signatures have lengths 
independent of the group size. In 1997, Park, Kim and Won [4], 
proposed an ID based group signature. In this scheme signer’s 
public key is an identification that does not need to be verified. In 
1998, Lee and Chang [5], proposed an efficient group signature 
based on the discrete logarithm. In this scheme the group member 
wants to sign another messages, the membership certificate of 
group member is not changed and verifier easily identified the 
signer which is the same signer. This scheme is not unlinkable. 
Recently, R. H. Shi [6], also proposed a new group signature 
scheme which is not secured that could be attacked. In this paper 
we propose an efficient and secure group signature scheme based 
on discrete logarithm problem. This scheme is more an efficient, 
secure and unlinkable. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows. In section II, we review of the Lee-Chang Scheme, In 
section III, we describe our scheme, In section IV, we analyze 
the security of our scheme, Finally, in section V, we give brief 
conclusion. 

II. Review of the Lee-Chang Scheme
The Lee-Chang scheme consists of four phases: (1) the initiation 
phase, (2) the signing phase, (3) verification phase, (4) the 
identification phase. We briefly describe the above phases as 
follows:

A. Initiation Phase
Let p and q be two large prime numbers such that q divide p − 1. 
Let g be a generator with order q in GF (p). Now every group 
member Ui chooses the secret key xi and compute the public key 
yi = gxi mod p. T be the group authority which has the secret key 
xT and the public key yT = gxT mod p. T chooses a random number 
ki, where, gcd (ki, q) = 1 and computes ri = g−kiyikimod and si = 
ki−rixT mod q for each group  member. Then T sends (ri, si) to the 
group member Ui secretly. After receiving (ri, si), Ui can verify 
the information by checking congruence relation gsiyT 

ri ri= (gsiyT
ri 

)xi mod p

B. Signing Phase
To sign message m, Ui computes r = αi

t mod p, where, αi= gsiyT 
ri 

mod p = gki mod p, and solve the congruence relation h (m) = rxi 
+ t s mod q for the parameter s, where, h (.) denotes a one-way 
hash function. Thus the group signature is {h (m), r, s, (ri, si)} and 
send it to the verifier

C. Verification Phase
After receive the group signature {h (m), r, s, (ri, si)} any verifier 
can verify it through the following step:
Compute αi= gsiyT

ri mod p.
Compute DHi = αiri mod p.
Check the congruence relation αi 

h(m)=  rsDHi
r mod p

if the above relation holds, the group signature { h(m),r,s,(ri,si)} 
is valid.

D. Identification Phase
In the case of dispute, the group authority has the ability to identify 
the signature that a group member has signed and announce some 
information to convince the verifier that Ui is indeed the signer. 
Because the authority has the knowledge of the secret key xT, ki 
can be solved from the equation as:
           ki = si + rixT mod q
The authority can further obtain yi from DHi as:
               DHi = yi 

ki mod p
If Ui wants to sign another message m’, the group signature for m’ 
is {r’,s’,h(m’),(ri,si)}.The pair keys (ri,si) of the group signature are 
not change, therefore any verifier can identify the signer that is the 
same signer Ui. Thus this scheme is not unlinkable and secure. 

III. Proposed Scheme
In this section, we propose an improvement of the Lee-Chang [5] 
scheme. Our scheme consists of four parts: (a) Initiation Phase, 
(b) Signing Phase, (c) Verification Phase, (d) Identification Phase. 
In Our scheme initiation phase is same as that of the Lee- Chang 
[5] scheme. We describe the following phase.
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A. Initiation Phase
Let p and q be two large prime numbers such that q divides p − 1. 
Let g be a generator of order q in GF (p). For each group member 
ti has a secret key xi and compute the public key yi such that yi = 
gxi mod p. Let T be the group authority with secret key xT and his 
public key yT such that yT = gxT mod p. 
For each group member ti, T compute (ri, si) such that ri = g−kiyki 
mod p and si=ki − rixT mod q where, ki is a random number such 
that gcd (ki, q) =1. Then authority T sends (ri, si) to the group 
member ti secretly. After receiving (ri,si), ti can verify the validity 
(ri, si) such that gsi yT 

ri.ri mod p ≡ (gsi.yT
ri )xi mod p

B. Signing Phase
To sign message m, the group member ti first select randomly three 
numbers a, b and t in Z*q such that gcd (a, q) =1 and gcd (b, q) 
=1 and compute (r, A, B, C, D, E) using (ri,si) as follows :
r = rib

−1 − a−1 mod q
A = yTb mod p
B = ar + 1 mod q
C = sia mod q
D = r i 

a mod p
E = yT

axi mod p
and again compute
wi = ABgC mod p
= gaki mod p
Let R = wi 

t mod p
Then after the group member ti solve S from the congruence 
relation
h(m) = R xi + t S mod q
Thus signer generate the group signature on m is (h(m), R, S, A, 
B, C, D, E) and send it to receiver.

C. Verification Phase
After receives the signature, the verifier compute the values
wi = ABgC mod p
DHi = wiD mod p
then check the congruence relation
wi 

h(m)  ≡RS(DHi)R mod p    (1)
If the above result hold, then the group signature (h (m), R, S, A, 
B, C, D, E) is valid. In order to prove the correctness of (1) we 
first show that the computation of wi and DHi as follows:
wi = ABgC = (yT

b )(ar+1) gsia

                = yT 
(abr+b) gsia

                
                = yT

ari gsia

                = gkia mod p
And
          DHi = wiD
                 = gkiari

a

                 = gkiag−kiagkiaxi

                 = gkiaxi mod p 
The correctness of equation (1) can be verified as follows
wi

 h(m) = wi 
Rxi+tS

          = wi
Rxi wi

tS

         = (wi
t)S wi

Rxi

         = RS (DHi)
R mod p

D. Identification Phase
In the case of dispute, the group signature must be opened to 
reveal the identity of the signer. Here we show how to identify 
the signer

The authority has access to the key ki of each group member ti, then 
they can compute ri such that ri = g−kiyki where, yi is the public key 
of ti. Then after authority T chooses a random candidate ti Authority 
T Check the congruence relation DHi = yi

ECri mod p if above 
relation hold, then authority T announced that the ti is the signer 
who signed the message, otherwise, try to next candidate.

IV. Security Analysis

A. Unlinkable
Two different group signatures are unlinkable if no one is able to 
decide whether these signatures were issued by the same group 
member. After identifying the group signature for m is (h(m), R, 
S, A, B, C, D ,E), the verifier verifies the group signature and he 
knows who make this signature from the authority’s announcement. 
If ti sign to another message m’, the group signature for m’ is (h 
(m’), R’, S’, A’, B’, C’, D’, E’). There are no same parameter 
between (h (m), R, S, A, B, C, D, E) and (h(m’), R’, S’, A’, B’, 
C’, D’, E’).Thus there is no link between two signature made by 
the same member. Therefore our scheme is unlinkable.

B. Unforgeable
Only member of the group can create valid group signature. In 
our scheme, we use three parameter a, b, t which is in exponent 
operation and hence provide security and also our scheme based 
on discrete logarithm problem. Therefore it is difficult for forgery 
can attack on our scheme.

C. Traceability
Given any valid signature, the group manager should be able to 
trace which user issued the signature. Authority knows only secret 
key ki. Without knowing the secret key ki no one can compute ri 
and don’t check the congruence relation
     DHi = yi 

ECri mod p
Thus group authority T is able to identify the signer who makes 
the signature.

V. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an improved the group signature 
of Lee- Chang Scheme. In our scheme, in the case of dispute the 
group authority identified the signer who makes the signature. Our 
scheme is more secure, an efficient and unlinkable as compare to 
other group signature scheme based on discrete logarithm problem 
and any forgers cannot forge the signature.
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